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Satellite Sky
 
Break the seams to the rucksack and hand me the knife, please. We will set 
up camp here. Under the stars of the earliest years you can tell me anything. 
What are you so scared of? Didn’t you hear? The wind already knows. She 
touches your skin through the sweater your grandmother knitted for you, 
ruffles your hair, and kisses your lips. So soft and so cold. She whistles you 
a tune you can almost recognize. Hear it? That’s your love calling. She tells 
tales of capsizing boats, talking snakes, fallen eagles, and the neighbor’s rose 
garden. Look, bending branches obscure the satellite sky, showing you the 
future. You light a match for comfort.
  
—Iso Partee ‘17

Nobody’s there.

“Is he the one?”
“Yes. Every night.”
“When?”
“Soon. You see that light?”
“Yes?”
“The street lamp. It will burn out soon. Then OUTSIDE THE WINDOW will come.”
“I thought that was you?”
“I’m UNDER THE BED.”
“I’m CLOSET, right?”
“Yes, you’re new. They finally left the door open. BEHIND THE DOOR might join too.”
“So, what’s the plan?”
“The usual. MONSTERS. I’ll let you pick the kind.”
“Fangs.”
“No, wrong direction. Scarier.”
“Drowning?”
“Better, but not quite.”
“Darkness!”
“Yes. That’s true. You never know what’s inside.”
“There’s something missing though.”
“You’re right.”
“That’s it! Something missing.”
“Loneliness.” 
“Yes.” (pause) “There goes the light.”
“Finally. Let the nightmare begin.”

—Evelyn Perfall ‘19
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Hues of red-orange
Pitter, patter, petrichor—
Season for shedding.

—Sammy Daley ‘17
 

What is important?
Is it time, is it money?
I think it is me.

—Peter Behrend ‘17
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Haiku4 

—Nicole Bolton ‘17

Winter isn’t white—
It’s brown like spicy cocoa
Steaming from the hearth.

—Sammy Daley ‘17

The days grow shorter
To move on or reminisce?
The cycle repeats.

—Alec Coakley ‘17
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Self Portrait Poem

I’ll over-think until I’m going to burst,
I’ll go for a drive and play the music until the speakers are going to burst,
I’ll be just as relieved each time when it cools my swollen head
I’ll stress about a perfect day,
I’ll feel fulfilled when I care about something enough to be drowned in despondency
I’ll hear the worst in a situation about me,
I’ll hear the best in a situation regarding anyone else.
I’ll ask anyone a question because I want to get to know them,
I’ll play the soundtrack from Midnight in Paris after tennis to soothe my head,
My head that is always teeming with ten too many thoughts.
I’ll find someone to go to an art museum with, but it’s never how I imagine.
One day I’ll go alone, when I have the right outfit, the right confidence, 
The fewest thoughts I’ve had in awhile, so that my head can be a sponge for the art.
I’ll end up standing in a city, hoping for nothing but living in one when I’m older.
Of course, then I’ll start thinking about my brothers’ cities.
San Francisco and New York City.
I’ll look up flights to go visit them and I’ll know it’ll be too long before I see them next.
I’ll begin to twirl my hair, which is one of my worst habits.
I hardly notice when my hands are intertwined in strands of my hair, but my friends seem 
to.
I twirl when I’m happy, when I’m sad, when I’m waiting, when I’m receiving.
Somehow it’s an outlet, a simple pleasure.
A rare pleasure that I can do without thinking. 
I’ll be found on the water.
I’ll be calm there, listening to my dad talk about his sailing races from Newport to 
Bermuda,
I’ll feel most balanced when the boat rocks,
I’ll hear my mom frantic down in the cabin.
I’ll find out her OmniPod broke, and that the whole box is full of duds.
We’ll race home to get her to new ones that will keep her body functioning properly.
I’ll realize she burdens us with nothing,
And I’ll realize that I’d rather have as many thoughts as I do,
Than to rely on a small machine to get me through.

—Emily Ryan ‘17
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       —Rachel Suleymanov ‘19

Mahari

My name is Nyia Mahari Cummings. Mahari. Forgiver. 
Amharic. Ethiopian. All things that explain me and my 
background. I used to hate it. As a young kid I was always 
asked what my middle name was, and I would say, “guess it… 
I bet you’ll never figure it out,” because I knew they wouldn’t. 
It was never acknowledged. Never mentioned. Buried inside 
of me for only family to know. I hated that it wasn’t a normal 
middle name. It was too different. Too original. Too much for 
me to handle as a kid. As I got older, I realized that it was one 
of the things that attached me to my late great grandfather. One 
of the things that attaches me to Ethiopia, my mother, and over 
half of my family’s birth nation. As I got older I started to love 
my middle name. As I’ve started to love my middle name, I’ve 
fallen head over heels for Ethiopia. The culture, the food, and 
everything else. All from Mahari. To me Mahari now means 
forgiveness, hope, and love. Mahari is a flowing river. Mahari is 
a name of love in Ethiopia. Mahari means plentiful and blessed. 
Mahari means confidence and happiness.  Mahari is my family. 
It’s everything that means anything to me. Mahari is Me and I 
am Mahari, Nyia Mahari Cummings.

—Nyia Cummings ‘20
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Faster

I am a painfully nostalgic person. I tend to associate songs with 
certain memories, people, or periods in my life. When I miss someone I play a 
song that reminds me of a moment we shared. I’ll associate a song with a boy, 
and eventually that song will send me spiraling. Some Sundays all I listen to is 
Jack Johnson.

Tonight, I’m at my friend’s pool. At 10:45 I say goodbye and walk 
out to my car. I twist my wrist forward, the engine purring to life on the 
appropriately quiet Sleepy Hollow Drive. I simultaneously take the parking 
brake off and bring my hand to the worn colony of buttons and dials on the 
center console. My fingers lightly touch the ribbed edges of the dial that, in its 
younger days, read ‘< Tune >’ in white lettering.  After years of loving use, 
those letters are left to the imagination and the button is a shapeless white 
blotch. Spin, spin, spin, 100.3, the classic rock station.   

I pull the gear shift towards me and down, as I have done a thousand 
times before. ‘P’ to ‘D,’ I look over my left shoulder and pull out into the 
street. I hear the radio emit the first few bars. The notes waft through the 
still, thick car air, now mixing with the crisp evening and finding my ears. An 
audible whimper escapes me. Hotel California. France. Spring Break. 2015.  

Everything comes flying back and the deep slicing nostalgia begins. 
I push the pedal further down, faster, faster, willing the pain away. Soon I am 
throttling through the pitch black wooded suburbia, windows down, letting 
the 80-degree night into the Suburban. The wind grasps at my hair as I fly by. 
I lose myself in a memory. I am the fly in the spider’s marvelous web.  

Suddenly I’m jolted back into reality. I feel my wet, tangled hair 
pressing against my back. I feel the towel wrapped around me, damp from my 
swimsuit.  I feel my bare shoulders sticking slightly to the leather seat behind 
me. I glance down at the glowing numbers and realize that I’m going faster 
than I thought. Then it hits me. My speed is time.  

—Olivia Gilliam ‘17
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—Campbell Sheperdson ‘17

If Tennis (Inspired by Rudyard Kipling)

If you can keep calm while others
Are angry and shouting at you;
If you can be relaxed while staying alert,
But not be tense or careless;
If you stay focused
And not let your mind drift,
And think about your next shot
Rather than thinking of winning;

If you can break free of the iron grip of fatigue
While others are sitting and resting,
And dash for every ball
When it is impossible to make it in time;
If you can hit the ball hard,
But not squeeze the grip,
And visualize the point beforehand
While others are thinking of something else;
If you can hit a variety of shots
And not only use your weapon;
If you can throw your opponent off balance
While not losing control of your own,
Or weaken your opponent mentally
But not weaken yourself;
If you never give up
When others have abandoned hope,
Yours is the point and everything that follows,
And - which is more - you’ll be a Champion, my friend.

—Chase Cohen ‘19

Campbell Shepherdson ‘17
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“The Bus”

Open on the interior of a bus with a driver (Marco) and a few passengers dispersed 
throughout the back. The driver is a young man. His shoulders slouch and a 
conductor’s hat is pulled down low enough on his head to cover his eyes when he 
looks down. The passengers and driver sway as the bus comes to a stop. The driver 
opens the door and a young girl (Alice) climbs up into the bus and drops a coin into 
a box. She stands expectantly next to the driver for a moment as he keeps looking 
down and forward. When he notices her, he sits up straighter and smiles.

Marco: (visibly happy) Hey there, Alice. How’s your family? Tell 
your mother I’m real sorry I couldn’t come on Sunday for dinner like 
normal. How’re you though?
Alice: (at first she seems at ease with Marco, but then an inner conflict plays 
out across her face; she decides instead to extend her hand up to him to shake, then 
speaks formally in a childish imitation of adult conversation) I’m very good, 
Mr. Green. How are you?
Marco: (at first somewhat confused, speaking tentatively) Well. (regaining his 
easiness, scoots over in his seat to make space for her) Tell you what, Ms. Alice, 
why don’t you hop up here and quit with all the formalities. What’s up 
with all that?
Alice: (relaxing, but retaining the air of naive dignity, she clambers up onto the 
seat next to Marco) Well, you see, Mr. Green, ---
Marco: (cutting her off) ---Marco.
Alice: (smiling and stressing the name comically) Well, you see, Marco, my 
momma said that now with you being employed and a contributing 
member of society and all, I better get used to calling you by your 
proffes’nal title.
Marco: (chuckling) Which is…?
Alice: (indignantly) Mr. Green.
Marco: Well, Ms. Alice, you can tell you mother that---
Passenger: (yelling angrily from the bus) ---You can tell your mother my 
dog drives a better bus than Mr. Green!

Marco drops his joking manner and turns in his seat to search the bus sharply 
with his eyes for the yeller. The passengers all have their noses in magazines or 
sleep, but none look up to meet his gaze. After a moment, Marco slowly turns back 
around, purposefully closes, but does not slam, the door and shifts the bus into gear. 
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—Nicole Bolton ‘17

All on the bus sway in their seats as Marco accelerates away from the stop. Marco 
continues to go through the motions of driving the bus (turning the wheel, looking 
into his mirrors, etc.) as he and Alice speak.

Alice: (looks quickly over her shoulder then, seeing she will not be heard, stretches 
up to cup her hand to Marco’s ear and whispers) I bet he wouldn’t talk that 
way if he knew how good you drive real cars. If he knew you had a 
record scratched onto that bench in the park.
Marco: (at full volume so the critic can hear) I bet he’d find a problem if 
Jesus was the one taking fares.
Alice: (giggling gleefully but still speaking softly) Mar-co! (there is a pause 
as Alice laughs herself out, then she becomes visually concerned and asks gravely) 
Marco, is it much different driving a bus than driving a real car?
Marco: Well of course--- well--- hmmm. It’s a lot more the same than 
I’d like to think. (pause) But I’ll tell you what, it’s a hell of a lot less fun.
Alice: How come?
Marco: For one thing, I’m driving for other people now. Not for fun. 
(furrows brows and starts to become introspective) Not for me.
Alice: How come?
Marco: (starting to speak hotly) That’s just the way it is. Eventually you 
drop all the kiddy stuff you do for fun and do what you gotta.
Alice: How come?
Marco: (now becoming irritated) You just do. You gotta make a living. 
You stop depending on people and people start depending on you.
Alice: How co---
Marco: (sharply) Would you quit it!  

Marco slams the brakes so that the bus screeches to a halt, and all on board lean 
sharply forward. He then throws the door open; there is a moment of silence on 
the bus as the passengers look alarmingly to the front where Marco is breathing 
heavily and looking out the window away from Alice. The passengers then gather 
their things and leave the bus. Alice has a look of shock on her face. She then 
composes herself and gets off the bus without speaking. Marco, still breathing 
heavily but no longer out of anger, casts a long and sorrowful look out the bus door 
after her. He then slumps down and rests his head on the steering wheel and begins 
to cry gently.
   The end.
—Malcolm Reynolds ‘17
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—Priya Katyal ‘19

Natural Instinct
 
People don’t choose who gets attacked by wild animals. 
People don’t choose who gets lucky. 
One day a beast will find its victim and lead it to happiness, but, before that, it  
 must tear it apart first. 
The animal will rip until it gets to the center, but this beast is different. 
This beast will put something extra inside of the person and stitch up the 
 wounds it once made. 
This thing it placed inside their organ will grow: it will hurt, it will strike, it  
 will demand. 
But since this thing is the beast itself, the victim cannot choose which  
 individual this animal will choose as its prey. 
This decision will cause the holder of this creature much confusion and ache. 
The demand of the thing inside the heart will decide when the person gets to  
 relax or when they get to focus. 
The wild animal’s equivalent is in another, causing someone else the same  
 experience. 
The thing placed inside cannot see where it is going and will get lost, and it  
 will cause unnecessary pain. 
These victims will get hurt multiple times before finding their beasts’ match. 
Once the creatures have found each other they will be at peace. 
The holder of the beast will become one with it and with the holder of the  
 other half. 
These wild animals mean no harm, and people who let them wander will find  
 what they are looking for.

—Catherine Owens ‘19
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—Mede Alexandre ‘18

fragment of a cycle

I can’t remember things i love, not if i write them down or take pictures but i’ll 
know them again when i see those preserved memories or better yet, the things 
themselves but i know what wonder feels like each time i find something and find 
it again, and again, and lose it and find it and never keep it and can’t trap it but i 
know how wonder feels and the brightest joyful surprise

—Mary Margaret Lehmkuhler ‘19

She Is...

The smoke billowing from last summer’s 
campfire
A rewritten page from a great American 
novel
A cotton t-shirt 
Bought at a roadside stand
A galaxy of thoughts 
Swimming backstroke in her mind
A skipping rock
Bouncing across the tide

An iced green tea
Unsweetened, of course 
A mud puddle 
A cry for attention
An old ladybug costume
And a pine needle 

The taste of Mentos peppermint gum
A coconut’s fresh milk
A camera lens 
And a broken window pane
With a horse’s chestnut mane 
The feeling you get
When you’re on the top of a rollercoaster
And don’t want to drop

An order of Mexican food
A sleep-deprived toddler
And the smell after it rains 
The sister of little brothers
And the daughter of two lawyers
And the way the lights blur together at 
night
The familiarity of an old comforter
Wrapped up with the chance you didn’t 
take
And the risk you took too many times

—Gabby Sullivan ‘18
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White Robes
secrets never stay hidden.
white robes of terror
on black horses
covered in fire
racing onward
under the cover of night
toward black poles with rusted wire

secrets never stay hidden.
horses’ eyes blaze toxic
against sagging wood,
hollering trees sheltering
wilted skins
shivering with expected outcomes
jaunting with ropes

16



—Lilly Cady ‘19

secrets never stay hidden.
horses’ eyes blaze toxic
against sagging wood,
hollering trees sheltering
wilted skins
shivering with expected outcomes
jaunting with ropes

secrets never stay hidden.
vultures flock to the mules 
clawing wooden crosses beneath 
white robes against frayed Sunday suits
mocking the melanin hanging 
cameras prey upon the temptation
nooses master around burnt necks 

secrets never stay hidden.
clouds murmur under the
eye of the sun,
moon’s cold stare
at monsters and mules
men and boys
all grinning into the camera

—Mila Lubeck ‘17
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Tomato Plant Corner
(Solanum lycopersicum)

In the corner of the courtyard, a tomato plant grows.
The concrete, ninety-degree angle that contains the grass 
cannot do the same for the plant: 
within its confines, 
the branches of the pubescent, hairy plant look like a scribble
made by an almost-empty pen.
Just below, clover, grass, and those unexpected bits of life we call 
weeds 
poke out from the dirt.
The green and brown jumble seems unplanned, disorganized, 
but each branch leads back to its stem, 
as thick and strong as the metal ladders supporting the plant.

The tangle of sprawling, thin lines
contrasts with a few perfectly round tomatoes 
suspended in its branches,
and creates a dichotomy within the dicot.  
Green and brown overwhelm the eye,
but a dozen of these small spheres,
about the size of grapes,
are conspicuous in the chaos. 

Together, the fruit forms a spectrum of colors.
A few are a light green, 
only distinguished from the plant by their roundness.
Another tomato, still evolving, 
is in an awkward phase between any single color: 
it’s neither red, nor green, nor yellow, nor orange. 
For the moment, it’s stuck in between. 
Then there are the mature, red tomatoes,
beautifully rich in pigment,
and bursting with color. 

On one side, this tomato plant is trapped and boxed off,
but off toward the center of the garden
it is free to grow.

—Gwendolyn Rak ‘18
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Kitchen Sink

I am sitting in the kitchen sink. The smell of dish soap wisps up around me on 
all sides, caging me in. I don’t mind the odor really. I don’t bother with those 
sorts of things. A longing pulls from the center of my chest, for a time before 
all of this, before I’d pushed everyone out of my life, before Mason grabbed 
Jack by the wrist and led him out the door, away from me, before the image 
of a half-eaten bowl of Fruit Loops, puffy and swollen from the sogginess, that 
Jack had abandoned at the kitchen table, made it hard for me to breathe. I 
swirl my finger in the brownish, watery mix and watch the reflections morph 
and twist in and out of each other. I pretend that the depths of this muddy 
dishwater are my world. I shrink down and stand upon an overturned bowl 
that pops out like an island, and I treat it like one. I place a hand above my 
eyes to act as a visor against the fluorescent lights that beam miles above me, 
scan the broad lake of the sink for a suitable swimming spot, and dive under. 

I open my eyes in the warm liquid, which stands stagnant in the sink. 
The water compresses my tininess, and I find comfort swimming through 
memories, visiting feelings of home and happiness before everything had 
broken. Underwater, I pass by a submerged spoon, and, in the bowl of the 
spoon, I see the three of us sitting around the kitchen table, a box of Fruit 
Loops acting as a centerpiece. Mason’s warm, large hand reaches for mine 
under the table, and the sound of Jack’s laughter rattles and clangs inside 
my head, like the banging of the pots and pans a few nights ago, after Mason 
told me he was done with me, as I lifted them one by one and hurled them 
at the wall. But, shrunk down so tiny that my head matches the copper Abe 
Lincoln’s, I am far too small to do any of that now. I cannot hold Mason’s 
hand in mine, cannot sit at a table with my son and laugh, cannot, even with 
ten times my current strength, lift and hurl a pot or pan at the already bruised 
and battered kitchen wall. 

My lungs begin to tense and grab for air, and I ignore the beating on the 
inside of my ribs, open my mouth, and suck in a breath full of memories and 
dishwater. 

I feel no pain. 

I drift, my arms and legs dangling as I hang in the water, and just as the ghost 
of a waving Jack swirls into nothingness, hands are on my shoulders, shaking 
me violently, and I only decide to open my eyes when I hear Mason’s voice, a 
brittle, barely audible, soft spoken, “Theresa?”

And by the way he cries and holds my body on his, I know he has changed his 
mind. 

—Ellie Garland ‘17
20
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—Matt Larson ‘19

Red

Men.  Harsh  words  exchanged  be tween  two  ex - f r i ends 
sp i t t ing  red  a t  each  o ther.  Wars  fought  and  won  and  lo s t . 
Bo ld  and  power fu l  l ike  an  emperor.  Not  a  b lanke t  l ike 
orange  nor  a  smi l ing  k id  l ike  ye l low.  But  s t i l l  the  thought 
o f  i t  i s  warm,  l ike  a  broken  hea ter  dur ing  the  win ter  or,  a 
l i t t l e  g i r l ’s  o r  boy ’s  o ld  t ra in  se t  w i th  a  rundown ba t t e ry. 
Everyone ’s  f avor i t e  co lor,  then  sudden ly  no  one ’s  f avor i t e 
any th ing .  Red  i s  the  popu lar  k id  in  schoo l  who  goes  bad . 
Red  has  a  reputa t ion .  I t ’s  the  f ace  o f  an  angry  parent  a f t e r 
you  have  jus t  been  caught  sneak ing  in to  the  house  l a t e  or, 
hung  by  your  f ami ly  h igh  on  a  t ree ,  the  Chr i s tmas  ornaments 
tha t  a re  bad ly  broken  when  they  fa l l .  Red  i s  a  war.  I t ’s 
bru ta l  l ike  Romeo  and  Ju l i e t ’s  l ove .  I t ’s  r i sky  l ike  skyd iv ing 
o f f  a  c l i f f  w i thout  check ing  i f  your  parachute  works 
be forehand .  I t ’s  b l ind  t rus t .  I t ’s  the  co lor  you  see  when  you 
c lose  your  eyes  and  can ’ t  s ee  the  l i gh t ,  bu t  you  know i t ’s  on . 
I  f ee l  p i ty  for  red ,  l ike  one  wou ld  f ee l  p i ty  toward  a  good  k id 
mak ing  the  wrong  l i f e  cho ices .  Red  i s  a  l i t t l e  g i r l ’s  f i r s t  cu t 
on  her  knee  and  a l l  o f  a  sudden  the  br igh t  l ip s t i ck  she  wears 
to  prom.  The  co lor  o f  un i formi ty  i s  such  a  bo ld  s ta tement . 

—Mar ia  S impson  ‘20
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